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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a user-centric and application-specific QoS assessment methodology for cellular 

communication networks. Specifically, it uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to evaluate QoS as a 

multi-criteria decision problem that  represents how well cellular networks’ data services are perceived 

given particular sets of application classes and relative to other networks servicing in the same area.  As 

part of the methodology, drive testing is performed to collect objective measurements associated with 

identified QoS criteria for data services.  Once drive testing is performed and data collected, multiple 

networks are compared to determine the network that provides higher QoS based on users’ perception of 

quality.  The selection of the best performing network is based on the output provided by the AHP 

approach, which is used as unified measurement of the perceived QoS by users on different networks.  In 

order to determine application-specific priorities, the approach presented uses three different application 

classes, including Emergency, Business, and Personal.  For each class, the relative importance of each 

quality evaluation criteria is adjusted in the AHP procedure to reflect the priorities of the services 

expected. Through several case studies, the approach is proven successful in providing a way for 

analyzing user-centric QoS for application-specific scenarios. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

By 2014, cell phones and other mobile devices will send and receive more data each month than 

they did in all of 2008 [1].  This fast and constant increase in the cellular market is expected to 

leave a huge imprint in all facets of human (day to day) life, such as social networking, 

transportation, healthcare, education, and national security.  Unfortunately for network 

providers, loyalty is a rare (and perhaps non-existent) trait among customers when it comes to 

choosing/keeping a particular mobile cellular system provider.  This means that no matter how 

much effort, engineering, and money invested by companies into their respective 

communication technologies, users will ultimately make their decisions based on their 

perceived quality of service (QoS).  Therefore, to remain competitive, network providers will be 

required to understand and characterize customers’ perception of the QoS provided by their 

respective technologies.  
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In today's cellular markets one encounters multiple cellular networks servicing the same 

geographical area. For example, in mature US markets, there may be as many as eight cellular 

licenses servicing the area (2 in the 850MHz band and 6 in the 1900MHz band). Each license 

may host a different service provider. Furthermore, with recent auctions of 700MHz spectrum 

and the rollout of broadband services in 2.5GHz and 3.65GHz bands, the number of wireless 

cellular networks is bound to increase even more. Due to various competitive and historical 

reasons, deployed networks may be quite different.  For example, the networks may have been 

deployed with different objectives in mind, they may utilize different access technologies or 

they may be at a different evolutional stage of a given access technology.  Furthermore, most of 

the networks support both circuit switched (CS) and packet switched (PS) communication 

services.  While CS services are dominated by voice, PS services support a plurality of data 

centric applications.  As a result, a comparison between QoS levels offered by different 

networks becomes a non trivial task.  As cellular technology continues to ingrain itself in all 

aspects of society, network providers must emphasize on delivering high QoS to its end users.  

Therefore, the assessment of QoS based on user experiences becomes essential.   

This paper proposes a quantitative approach for evaluating the perceived QoS of data services in 

wireless cellular networks. Specifically, the approach uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

(AHP) to evaluate data collected from drive-testing to characterize the perceived QoS of data 

services from three different networks.  This characterization can be used by network providers 

to evaluate how well their services are being perceived so that they can make corrections or 

improvements as needed.  The development of this methodology provides a unique approach to 

characterize QoS based on application-specific quality criteria and relative to other networks 

operating in the same geographical area.  The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 provides a brief summary of user-centric QoS evaluation methods.  Section 3 provides 

a brief summary of the solution approach, which includes drive-testing and the AHP.  Sections 4 

and 5 provide detailed explanations of the drive-testing experimental environment and AHP 

technique. Section 6 presents the results of various case studies.  Finally, Section 7 provides 

summarized conclusions and highlights of the proposed approach. 

2. BACKGROUND WORK 

In [2], the authors present a QoS assessment methodology for cellular communication networks 

based on the data collected through drive-testing.  The work focuses on the end user perception 

of service quality by providing independent QoS measurement for voice and data services.  In 

their work, the authors discuss QoS assessment for both the circuit switched and packet 

switched side of the network; however, they fail to provide QoS measurements as function of 

both voice and data services simultaneously.  In [3], the authors stress the importance of 

network operators evaluating user-perceived QoS of data services in cellular networks.  In their 

work, the authors specify user experience as a key factor in determining the network operator's 

success; and present a methodology for evaluating quality of the FTP data service in cellular 

UMTS networks. Their methodology is based on data collected through drive testing and can be 

easily extended to other cellular data services. However, the proposed methodology  

concentrates on evaluating end-user experience based only on data services on a single network.  

Similarly, in [4], the authors present results of evaluation of (user-centric) QoS of background 

services in an individual UMTS network.  In their work, the authors present results for user-

perceived QoS for email and SMS.  However, their approach is bounded to a single UMTS 

network.  In [5], a multi-network methodology for evaluating QoS for both voice and data 

services is presented.  The authors use drive-testing to measure individual QoS criteria for both 

voice and data services.  The criteria used for evaluating QoS in voice services are 

Accessibility, Retainability, Call Quality, and Voice Quality.  For data services, the identified 

QoS criteria include Connection, FTP Downlink, and FTP Uplink. Once drive testing is 

performed and the data collected, their approach uses desirability functions to fuse all 
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measurements into one unified value that is representative of QoS for a particular application 

class.  In their work, the authors define the following application classes: Emergency, Business, 

and Personal.  For each class, the desirability function parameters are adjusted to reflect the 

priorities of the (voice and data) services expected.  This results in a holistic QoS measurement 

that considers prioritized voice and data services.  The approach provides an improvement to 

previous work by fusing both voice and data services, and providing a way to customize the 

evaluation process to specific classes of applications.  However, their approach fails to provide 

evaluation of QoS relative to other networks in the same geographical area.  In [6], the authors 

present a process for comparing Quality of Experience (QoE) in packet-switched networks 

using the AHP and Grey Relational Analysis.  However, by their own admission, their 

approach, like many other QoE approaches, “rely mostly on user survey and scores from the 

user, which are too subjective and need much processing time and cost.”[6].   

From the reviewed literature, it is evident that there is room for the development of a holistic, 

user-centric, and application-specific evaluation methodology that provides objective 

measurements of QoS relative to all other networks available in the same region.  This will 

allow network providers to better assess how well their services are being perceived relative to 

their competitors. 

3. SOLUTION APPROACH 

To properly evaluate QoS of data services in cellular networks, analysts must follow a 

methodology that considers user-experiences in specific application scenarios.  Furthermore, the 

evaluation methodology must allow users to compare how well networks perform (relative to 

competitors) in the same geographical region based on predefined evaluation criteria.  The 

evaluation methodology must also allow users to assign priorities to evaluation criteria to 

customize the results based on particular classes of applications.  The creation of such 

methodology is achieved as follows.  First, drive-testing is performed to collect objective 

measurements associated with identified QoS criteria for data services.  Once drive-testing is 

completed and the data collected, the AHP technique is used to compare multiple networks and 

determine the network that provides higher QoS based on users’ perception of quality.  The 

output provided by the AHP approach can be used as unified measurement of the perceived QoS 

by users on different networks.  In order to determine application-specific priorities, the 

approach presented here uses the application classes identified in [5], that is: Emergency, 

Business, and Personal.  For each class, the relative importance of each quality evaluation 

criteria is adjusted in the AHP procedure to reflect the priorities of the services expected. 

4. DRIVE TESTING 

Drive-testing is performed by placing calls, either voice or data, to a cellular network and 

recording the data from these calls. The calls are automated by test equipment and the data are 

geographically referenced by using a GPS unit.  A typical setup for the drive testing equipment 

for PS data measurements is presented in Figure 1.  As seen, the setup consists of the in-vehicle 

equipment and appropriate PS data server. The in-vehicle equipment controls data cards (or 

other data communicating devices), associated with the cellular networks under test.  The PS 

data server is connected to the cellular networks through the Internet cloud.  The connectivity 

between the PS data server and the Internet is accomplished through high bandwidth dedicated 

lines.  This way the performance of the data service is primarily determined by the performance 

of the cellular side of the network.  The in-vehicle equipment controls data devices and it is 

programmed to execute a sequence of actions.  Depending on what needs to be tested, the 

sequence may include one or multiple data services.   
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Figure 1.  Drive Testing Setup Overview 

Each device in the vehicle loops through the same sequence of tasks and relevant measurements 

are collected, time stamped and geographically referenced.  The types of tasks that are included 

in the test depend on what particular data service needs to be tested.  In practice, one would at 

least test ping, FTP upload, FTP download and HTTP based web browsing [7, 8].  The PS data 

server needs to be configured properly so that it is able to act as a termination point for all data 

calls. 

5. ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS 

The AHP is a multi-attribute decision-making method used to facilitate decisions that involve 

multiple competing goals [9, 10, 11].  It provides a powerful tool that can be used to evaluate 

different network providers based on multiple QoS Evaluation Criteria (QEC).  It starts by 

transforming the QoS evaluation problem into a structured hierarchy where each QEC is 

quantified and related to overall goals for evaluating alternative solutions.  Typical QEC for 

data services could include network accessibility, success rates of FTP download, or success 

rate of FTP uploads. Typical goals for evaluating alternative solutions could include 

maximizing (or minimizing) all QEC identified.  Evaluation goals are customized based on 

specific application requirements.  For example, in the Emergency class of applications (EMTs, 

police officers, etc.), users will come to rely heavily on location-based services, where 

connection and downlink data services are of most importance.  Other examples include the 

business and personal class of applications.  In all cases, AHP can be used to quantify goals, 

prioritize them, and include them in the evaluation methodology.  A generic AHP hierarchy for 

the QoS evaluation process is presented in Figure 2. 

The second and third levels of the AHP hierarchy vary according to the networks available and 

the QECs selected for evaluating the networks.  As seen, the second level can be extended to 

include other QECs, such as increased security, maintenance, voice services, etc.  The third 

level consists of the networks servicing the geographical region being evaluated.  To describe 

the methodology, this paper considers the following three networks: CDMA, GSM and UMTS.   
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Figure 2. AHP Hierarchy for QoS Evaluation 

In other scenarios, there could be n networks, each providing different measurements for each 

QEC identified. Once the hierarchy is built, and relevant QEC measurements taken for each 

network, a common scale is created to rank each network.  That is, for each comparison made 

during the AHP, a common pair-wise comparison scale is used to determine how preferred one 

option is from another.  This allows standardization in all comparisons made during the AHP 

process.  Table 1 presents the pairwise comparison scale created for the QoS evaluation 

problem. 

Table 1.  Pairwise Comparison Scale. 

Scale (w) Description 

1 Equally Preferred 

2 Equally to Moderately Preferred 

3 Moderately Preferred 

4 Moderately to Strongly Preferred 

5 Strongly Preferred 

 

QoS evaluators establish preferences between different networks using the pairwise comparison 

scale and pairwise comparison matrices [11].  There are two types of pairwise comparison 

matrices in AHP: the Network vs. Network matrices, and the QEC vs. QEC matrix. The 

Network vs. Network pairwise comparison matrices are matrices where each element aij 

represents how much more desirable the network at row i is than the network at column i, in 

terms of a pre-defined QEC (e.g., connectivity, downlink, uplink).  Using the results from drive-

testing, QoS evaluators are equipped with the knowledge necessary to make these assignments.  

The format of the Network vs. Network matrices is presented in (1), where Az  is the pairwise 

comparison matrix for QEC z (i.e., z ∈ {connectivity, downlink efficiency, uplink efficiency}) 

and Nx represents network x. 
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From each Az matrix, a weight vector W is computed to determine the relative importance of 

each network in the pairwise comparison matrix. That is, assuming weight 

vector [ ]nwwwW L21= , the value of wi represents the relative importance of network i of the 

associated pairwise comparison matrix based on QEC z.  The weight vectors are used to make 

the final decision.  To compute the weight vectors, the pairwise comparison matrix Az is 

normalized using (2),       
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where aij represents the a
th
 element at row i and column j of the respective Network vs. Network 

comparison matrix.  Once in normalized form, the weight vector associated with Anorm is 

computed with (3). 
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The QEC vs. QEC pairwise comparison matrix is a n x n matrix where each location aij 

represents how much more important the QEC (e.g., connectivity, downlink, uplink, etc.) at row 

i is than the QEC at column j.  The importance of each QEC is configured depending on the 

class of application (e.g., Emergency, Business, or Personal) used in the evaluation process.  

The format of the QEC vs. QEC matrix is presented in (4), where wi  is the weight given to QEC 

i. 

 

 

   (4) 

 

Once the QEC vs. QEC matrix is created, it is normalized and the weight vector is computed 

using the same procedure as in the Network vs. Network matrices.  Once all weight vectors in 

the QoS evaluation problem have been computed, they are used to determine the network that 
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provides the best QoS.  For example, assuming a QoS evaluation problem with x number of 

QEC and y number of networks, the AHP provides y+1 weight vectors; one (WA) associated 

with the QEC vs. QEC pair-wise comparison matrix, and the rest Wi associated with each 

Network vs. Network matrix i, as illustrated in Figure 3.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. AHP Weight Vectors 

To compute the relative preference for network i, we let W = Wi, WA = WA, and define Si as the 

overall score for network i, then, 

Si = ( )k

n

k

k WAW∑
=1

                                                                         (5) 

where k represents the k
th
 element of vectors W and WA.  Once overall scores are computed for 

all networks, the highest score is identified as the network providing the best QoS, followed by 

the second highest score, and so on.  This prioritized list helps determine the best perceived QoS 

for a particular class of applications among different network providers.   

4. CASE STUDY 

This section presents results of a QoS evaluation case study using the proposed approach.  The 

case study evaluates QoS of data services for the following three cellular networks: CDMA, 

GSM, and UMTS.  The types of QEC depend on the particular data services being evaluated.  

For this case study, the identified QEC for data services include Connection (CO), FTP 

Downlink (DL), and FTP Uplink (UL). CO is a measure of the network accessibility; that is, the 

ratio between the number of successfully established connections and the number of attempted 

connections.  DL and UL are measurements of the probability that a started FTP download or 

upload terminates properly with its completion.  The file sizes used for evaluating DL and UL 

were 3MB and 100KB respectively.  For details of the drive-testing environment and setup, 

readers can refer to [2].  The success rates for CO, DL, and UL are presented in Table 2.   

Table 2. QoS Criteria Assessment Matrix for Case Study 1 

Network 
Data Services Success Rate (%) 

Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

CDMA 89.00 70.00 65.00 

GSM 74.00 55.00 75.00 

UMTS 83.00 88.00 94.00 

 

To evaluate the data services QoS provided by the networks, pairwise comparison of each 

network in terms of each individual QEC is performed.  Each network is compared using the 

comparison scale specified in Table 1.  Results are presented below. 
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Table 3. Network vs. Network Comparison Matrix, Normalized Matrix, and Weight Vector for 

Connectivity 

Connectivity CDMA GSM UMTS 

CDMA 1.00 4.00 3.00 

GSM 0.25 1.00 0.33 

UMTS 0.33 3.00 1.00 

Total 1.58 8.00 4.33 

     

Connectivity CDMA GSM UMTS 

CDMA 0.63 0.50 0.69 

GSM 0.16 0.13 0.08 

UMTS 0.21 0.38 0.23 

     
Connectivity CDMA GSM UMTS 

Weight 0.61 0.12 0.27 

 

Table 4. Network vs. Network Comparison Matrix, Normalized Matrix, and Weight Vector for 

Downlink 

Downlink CDMA GSM UMTS 

CDMA 1.00 4.00 0.25 

GSM 0.25 1.00 0.20 

UMTS 4.00 5.00 1.00 

Total 5.25 10.00 1.45 

        

Downlink CDMA GSM UMTS 

CDMA 0.19 0.40 0.17 

GSM 0.05 0.10 0.14 

UMTS 0.76 0.50 0.69 

        

Downlink CDMA GSM UMTS 

Weight 0.25 0.10 0.65 

 

Table 5. Network vs. Network Comparison Matrix, Normalized Matrix, and Weight Vector for 

Uplink 

Uplink CDMA GSM UMTS 

CDMA 1.00 0.33 0.20 

GSM 3.00 1.00 0.25 

UMTS 5.00 4.00 1.00 

Total 9.00 5.33 1.45 

        

Uplink CDMA GSM UMTS 

CDMA 0.11 0.06 0.14 

GSM 0.33 0.19 0.17 

UMTS 0.56 0.75 0.69 

     
Uplink CDMA GSM UMTS 

Weight 0.10 0.23 0.67 
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Using the pairwise comparison matrices of all networks based on each QEC, the AHP approach 

can now be used to compute a measurement of QoS for all three classes of applications 

identified in [5]; that is, Emergency, Business, and Personal.  The following sections show the 

effects that each of these applications have on overall QoS evaluation.   Comparisons of QEC 

vs. QEC are made to properly reflect the relative importance of each QEC in the three types of 

applications.    

4.1 Emergency Class 

To show the effects that particular classes of applications have on overall QoS evaluation, the 

QEC vs. QEC comparisons are made to properly reflect the relative importance of each QEC in 

emergency applications (EMTs, police officers, etc).  In this class of applications, users will 

come to rely heavily on location-based services, where connection and downlink data services 

are of most importance.  The QEC vs. QEC comparison matrix, normalized matrix, and weight 

vector are presented in Table 6. 

Table 6. QEC vs. QEC Matrix, Normalized Matrix, and Weight Vector for Emergency Class 

QEC vs. QEC Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Connectivity 1 4 5 

Downlink 0.25 1 4 

Uplink 0.2 0.25 1 

Total 1.45 5.25 10 

        

QEC vs. QEC Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Connectivity 0.69 0.76 0.50 

Downlink 0.17 0.19 0.40 

Uplink 0.14 0.05 0.10 

        

  Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Weight 0.65 0.25 0.10 

 

Finally, using (5), the results of Tables 3 – 6 are combined to provide the final QoS 

measurement for data services based on the Emergency class of applications.  The final 

perceived QoS measurement is presented in Table 7. 

Table 7. Network QoS for Data Services in the Emergency Class 

Network QoS 

CDMA 47.00% 

GSM 12.42% 

UMTS 40.57% 

 

4.2 Business Class 

For Business applications, the ability to connect and uplink a file may be of higher importance 

than the downlink capability.  Therefore, for this case application, the QEC vs.  QEC 

comparison matrix is configured to reflect this assumption, as seen in Table 8.  The QEC vs. 

QEC comparison matrix, normalized matrix and weight vector are presented in Table 8 and the 

results presented in Table 9. 
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Table 8. QEC vs. QEC Comparison Matrix, Normalized Matrix, and Weight Vector for 

Business Class 

QEC vs. QEC Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Connectivity 1.00 3.00 0.50 

Downlink 0.33 1.00 0.20 

Uplink 2.00 5.00 1.00 

Total 3.33 9.00 1.70 

     

QEC vs. QEC Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Connectivity 0.30 0.33 0.29 

Downlink 0.10 0.11 0.12 

Uplink 0.60 0.56 0.59 

     
  Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Weight 0.31 0.11 0.58 

 

Table 9. Network QoS for Data Services in the Business Class 

Network QoS 

CDMA 27.62% 

GSM 18.18% 

UMTS 54.20% 

 

As seen, when uplink is equally to moderately preferred to connectivity; connectivity 

moderately preferred to downlink; and uplink strongly preferred to downlink, the results of the 

perceived QoS change to identify the UMTS network as the best performer, followed by 

CDMA, and GSM.  In similar fashion, the QEC vs. QEC parameters can be adjusted for 

applications in the personal class of mobile applications to appropriately evaluate QoS. 

4.3 Personal Class  

For Personal applications, the ability to download information, such as web pages, music, and 

pictures are commonly expected among users of the Personal class of applications.  Users in this 

class tend to accept the fact that minimal network flaws related to establishing connections is an 

inherently and unavoidable part of network services.  Therefore, users of the Personal class of 

applications may put up with not being able to connect to the network at times; however, when 

a connection is made, they may mandate the ability to download data contents using the 

network.  This can be reflected by configuring the QEC vs QEC matrix to reflect Downlink 

having the higher priority, followed by Connectivity and Uplink.  The QEC vs. QEC 

comparison matrix, normalized matrix and weight vector are presented in Table 10 and the 

results presented in Table 11. 

Table 10. QEC vs. QEC Comparison Matrix, Normalized Matrix, and Weight Vector for 

Personal Class 

Factor vs. 
Factor 

Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Connectivity 1.00 0.50 4.00 

Downlink 2.00 1.00 5.00 

Uplink 0.25 0.20 1.00 

Total 3.25 1.70 10.00 
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Factor vs. 
Factor 

Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Connectivity 0.31 0.29 0.40 

Downlink 0.62 0.59 0.50 

Uplink 0.08 0.12 0.10 

        

  Connectivity Downlink Uplink 

Weight 0.33 0.57 0.10 

 

Table 11. Network QoS for Data Services in the Personal Class 

Network QoS 

CDMA 35.76% 

GSM 11.68% 

UMTS 52.56% 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The research presented in this paper develops an approach for evaluating application-specific 

and user-perceived QoS in cellular networks based on data services.  Specifically, it presents a 

technology-agnostic methodology that uses AHP to create a unified measurement that 

represents how well cellular networks operate for a particular set of application classes and 

relative to other networks servicing the same area.  Through several case studies, the approach 

is proven successful in providing a way for analyzing user-centric QoS for application-specific 

usage.   

There are several important contributions from this research.  First, the approach is simple and 

readily available for implementation using a simple spreadsheet.  This can promote usage in 

practical scenarios, where highly complex methodologies for QoS evaluation are impractical.  

Second, the approach fuses unlimited QoS quality evaluation criteria to provide a holistic view 

of the experienced QoS.  This allows the approach to be easily extended to include additional 

data (or voice) quality criteria not considered in this research.  Third, by using data from drive- 

testing, the approach provides objective measures of QoS, which improves previous approaches 

using subjective data from surveys. Finally, the approach provides a mechanism to evaluate 

QoS based on application-specific scenarios.  By modifying the parameters of the QEC vs. QEC 

comparison matrix, QoS can be evaluated by taking consideration of prioritized services that are 

necessary for different classes of applications.  Overall, the approach presented in this research 

proved to be a feasible technique for efficiently evaluating the perceived QoS in wireless 

cellular networks. 
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